
Grocery Store Vocabulary
English 1 on 1



Cart



Basket



Produce



Vegetables



Carrots



Broccoli



Fruit



Apples



Grapes



Baking



Flour



Sugar 



Dairy 



Eggs



Milk



Yogurt



Butter



Cheese



Meat



Beef



Chicken 



Snacks 



Candy 



Cookies



Juice



Chips 



Cereal 



Household items 



Garbage bags 



Salt



Detergent 



Toilet paper 



Canned foods



Beans 



Seafood 



Fish 



Shrimp 



Checkout



Paper bags 



Plastic bags



Practice conversation 
Tom: Let’s go to the grocery store. 

Jessica: Sure! I will write a list. 

Tom : We need eggs, flour, beef, garbage bags, and apples. 

Jessica: Ok, lets go. 

Tom: Let’s grab a cart. 

Jessica: Ok, let’s go to the produce section first.

Tom: Ok, let’s buy the apples and eggs. 

Jessica: Now let’s go to the household items section. 

Tom: Ok let’s buy garbage bags. 



Practice conversation 
Jessica: Now let’s go to the meat section. 

Tom: Let’s buy the beef. 

Jessica: Are we forgetting anything? Let’s look over the list.

Tom: We are forgetting flour. 

Jessica: Let’s buy flour. 

Tom: We have everything now. Let’s go to the checkout. 

Jessica: We will use cash to pay. 

Tom: We will use paper bags. 

Jessica: Let’s go put all these groceries away now. 



Tom: Let’s go to the grocery store. 



Jessica: Sure! I will write the list.  



Tom: We need eggs, flour, beef, garbage bags, and 
apples



Jessica: Ok, let’s go.  



Tom: Let’s grab a cart. 



Jessica: Ok, let’s go to the produce section first. 



Tom: Let’s buy the apples and the eggs. 



Jessica: Now let’s go to the household items section.



Tom: Let’s buy garbage bags. 



Jessica: Now let’s go to the meat section.



Tom: Let’s buy the beef. 



Jessica: Are we forgetting anything? Let’s look over 
the list.



Tom: We are forgetting flour. 



Jessica: Let’s buy flour. 



Tom: We have everything. Now, let’s go to the 
checkout. 



Jessica: We will use cash to pay. 



Tom: We will use paper bags. 



Jessica: Let’s go put all these groceries away now 



Practice Questions 

 



Are you finding everything 
ok? 



Will you use cash or credit?



Paper or plastic bags? 



Can you tell me which 
section I can find the apples 

in?



Which section does this 
item go in? 

This item goes in the 
_____ section. 



Which section does this 
item go in? 

This item goes in the 
_____ section. 



Which section does this 
item go in? 

This item goes in the 
_____ section. 



Which section does this 
item go in? 

This item goes in the 
_____ section. 



Which section does this 
item go in? 

This item goes in the 
_____ section. 



Which section does this 
item go in? 

This item goes in the 
_____ section. 



What is this person 
doing? 

This person is _______.



After listening to the video answer these questions. 

- What did you like about the 
video?

- What did you dislike?
- Did you learn anything new?
- Was it different from the 

conversation we had with 
Jessica and Tom? 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIyd7z0Oo30

